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Welcome and
Introductions

Ruth Stewart
Ruth Stewart, Head of Mission, Australian Embassy, Phnom Penh, welcomed the
panellists and attendees. In her introduction to the event, Ruth outlined recent
developments in LGBTIQ+ rights in Australia, including 61.6% of respondents to
recent postal survey said “yes” to marriage equality. She also outlined the Australian
Government’s position on human rights, and specifically LGBTIQ+ rights, stating
that human rights are indispensable and indivisible. Australia is a strong advocate
for human rights globally, but the reality of many people does not meet the mark of
equal rights and protections for all. Criminalisation is unacceptable, and Australia
is advocating strongly for decriminalisation across the globe. Ruth recognised the
important role of community organisations in advocating, reporting and monitoring
LGBTIQ+ human rights, including state compliance with international laws and
norms.

Midnight Poonkasetwattana
Midnight Poonkasetwattana, Executive Director, APCOM and co-host of the event,
gave the attendees an overview of the relationship between APCOM and APCOM
Ambassador The Hon. Michael Kirby, highlighting the APCOM Ambassador’s
world renowned work advocating for LGBTIQ+ human rights at the country and
global level.

RoCK, Executive Director Ly Pisey
with APCOM Executive Director
Midnight Poonkasetwattana.
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Panel

Len
Len, CamASEAN spoke briefly about the history of LGBTIQ+ rights in Cambodia,
highlighting that historically gay and other men who have sex with men and HIV
have been the focus at the expense of other marginalised LGBTIQ+ groups. Len
spoke on CamASEASN’s inception to support a movement for LGBTIQ+ human
rights.
CamASEAN works with and for people with HIV, women, disability, LGBTIQ+, PWID,
sex workers and other people who are voiceless in the community. It also works
at multiple levels from UN organisations, Ministry and Government to grassroots.
Len outlined some of the current activities and plans, including a collaboration with
the Ministry of Education to train 1000 teachers to include SOGIE in the school
curriculum. The support is available, but the funds are still being sought.
CamASEAN is also working with the Ministry of Justice to review laws and change.
Len then shared stories about the difficulties faced by transwomen and transmen
with law enforcement and the community at large, including stories of families using
laws to separate and imprison transmen highlighting the importance of changing
laws that criminalise LGBTIQ+ people directly or indirectly, and trafficking,
kidnapping and rape of transmen and transwomen.
Len spoke about the importance of training human rights lawyers in SOGIE to create
a common understanding, and the need to train the LGBTIQ+ community in human
rights. “It’s about capacity and empowerment”. She also spoke about the need to
work better together, highlighting the gaps in relationships and collaboration
between gay and other MSM, and lesbian communities for example.
Finally, Len touched on the opportunities technology offers to bring people
together to stand for their rights.

“In Cambodia, there are many LGBT
people but they cannot stand together for
their rights. We are humans, we don’t need
special rights, we just need general rights”.

The Khmer LGBTIQ+ Experience
group photo in Australian Embassy,
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
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Madam Mom
Madam Mom, National LGBT Chair in Cambodia, Bandanh Chaktomok, spoke
forcefully about the difficulties faced by transwomen in particular, without
programs and families to support them. She highlighted the issues with low
education, bullying, intolerance of teachers towards different gender expressions
etc. that make even attending school as a young transwoman difficult. She spoke
from personal anecdotes about police and authorities perpetuating stereotypes,
including “cut your hair, look like a real man”. Madam Mom spoke about challenges
in employment, including abuse and the existence of ground rules that do not
have space to allow for a third gender. Also, because of her feminie/ soft attitude
most company rejected offering her jobs. Transgender community in most of the
provincess in Cambodia have been marginalised and experience difficulty seeking
employments.
She then spoke on the difficulties with specific, accessible and sensitive healthcare
for trans people. The dangers of trans people accessing hormones without a doctor
and then suffering adverse outcomes.
Finally, Madam Mom highlighted the role and importance of UN organisations such
as UNDP and others including the Global Fund, CCHR etc. who have provided funds
to contribute to LGBTIQ+ work in Cambodia. She ended with a powerful call to
action. “The human rights of LGBT is still limited and we’ve just started to advocate
for human rights… Request that people here focus on LGBT rights, so that LGBT
people avoid having stigma, especially trans and have health, employment, welfare.”

Sokdom
Sokdom, from Rainbow Community KampucheaI (RoCK), began by stating that
she was not an LGBT activist, but that she represents LGBT community. She then
went on to speak powerfully about how LGBT communities are affected by both
Khmer culture and the law. Firstly, before LGBTIQ+ people can come out they risk
discrimination from family or parents. Khmer culture expects sons and daughters
to follow their “biology”. Thereby trans people are particularly difficult for parents
to accept. LGBTIQ+ people experience violence and mental health issues, they may
be living far from home and have a strained relationship with family and friends.
When they come out in school, the teacher also doesn’t respect their gender
identity. Sokdom then spoke about the current priorities and activities of Rainbow
Community KampucheaI in promoting LGBTIQ+ rights, including connecting with
local authorities in the provinces to promote awareness of LGBTIQ+ rights within
their province.

The Khmer LGBTIQ+ Experience
speakers in Australian Embassy,
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
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Questions
from the floor

Bunthorn, BC, challenged the idea that LGBTIQ+ are not working well together.
Asking the panel,’ are their ways to work better together?’ Len from CamASEAN
challenged this, affirming that there is a massive difference in experience between
the groups and this is not well understood. She spoke about her experiences with
transmen and women, and the need to understand each other more. She provided
a personal anecdote about her experiences at a LGBTIQ+ organisation, where an
inappropriate and insensitive joke was made about a transman, and this provoked
laughter from both gay men and transwomen. “It’s about the human rights. We
need to understand each other better. We aren’t there yet.” Highlighting that “How
can we have understanding outside, if we don’t understand each other. It’s starting,
but need to work together more.” She also outlined that in Cambodia, most of the
activists for LGBTIQ+ invited to advocate to Ministry are transgender. There is a
complexity of gender identity and sexual identity and diversity within the LGBTIQ+
community. For example, for lesbian and gay men gender identity doesn’t matter;
but for transgender it matters very much. She also highlighted that powerful role of
the media in every country, and the role they have had in perpetuating stigma and
discrimination by reporting misinformation or conjecture. She then briefly touched
on examples of transgender men forced into marriage with opposite sex, the
requirement for legal rights from the husband, and issues with accessing abortion.
Magenta, KHANA, stated that hadn’t been addressed. For example, police arrest
LGBTIQ+ people, but no specific intervention to prevent this happening. Often
LGBTIQ+ issues are raised under the HIV program with the Government, but how
can it be raised with the government outside HIV? Madam Mom, BC, responded
that it is difficult. Police selectively use and enforce regulations about public places,
including public gardens against transwomen for example. The regulations exist
under law but the enforcement is only against LGBTIQ+ people. Community based
organisations have tried to talk to Government, but this hasn’t been effective.
Generally, the police pretend not to know anything about LGBTIQ+ people and
think they deserve the discrimination. Madam Mom challenged the audience to
take up challenge of transgender women in Cambodia.
Len highlighted the importance of communication and education for marginalised
groups, particularly at the intersections. She reiterated the importance of working
to advocate to and work with donors to the government, to help them to influence
the government. And she spoke about the importance of technology, giving
examples of the successful use of Facebook used to advocate to Ministry/Ministers
for positive change. Showing that making links from grassroots to national groups,
government and UN, and how personal connections and communications to the
government can be influential.
Sokdom, Rainbow Community Kampuchea was asked about their experience
putting this conference together. Sokdom’s advice was to understand the issues
and collect data at the sublevel to advocate at the national level. The Ministry of
Justice, Health, Social Affair, Women’s affairs, etc. had all collaborated to make
ILGA Asia happen. So it is important that evidence is there to show there are LGBT
in country. Overall there has been a positive change, not just in policy or law but
also people’s attitudes.
Len, CamASEAN, challenged the audience and grassroots activities to stand for
themselves. Highlighting that organisations should not tell them what to do, but
teach and support them to stand for themselves. They can then advocate to local
authorities themselves.
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Midnight, APCOM, asked the panel what Cambodian NGOs need. Madam Mom
highlighted the importance of technical support, that they would like to receive
information on how the different countries work with and advocate, for transgender
women in particular. Sokdom said that they wanted to hear about the issues other
countries face, including the similarities and differences; there is a lot to be learned
from experiences of other community groups that could be applied to Cambodia.
Len stated “we are the same but we are different”. Focussing on diversity and her
hope to work together and share the knowledge… for our beautiful world. We have
start to come together now, not only Cambodia but ASEAN and the world.
Midnight summarised that the link to technical experts, learning from each other
without having to reinvent the wheel, learning that not alone in the struggle, were
all important, and concluded by challenging all attendees to remember there are
allies in this room and across the world.

The Panellists

Len (longmalen4@gmail.com) – CamASEAN - Combating discrimination against
diversity of minority people include LGBT, young girls live with HIV/AIDs, sex
workers, drug user, disable girls, widow/single mothers, elderly, indigenous and
other ethnic people in Cambodia.
Madam Mom (mombcnet@yahoo.com) – Bandanh Chaktomok - Cambodian LGBT
network in Cambodia. BC exists to protect and promote LGBT rights, HIV, sexual
health and healt wealth fare.
Sokdom (sokdom@rockcambodia org) - Rainbow Community Kampuchea - NGO
dedicated for supporting LGBT rights in Cambodia. RoCK works closely with LGBT
communities and respective local authorities across the country to ensure longterm protection and support of equal rights and acceptance for LGBT people and
their families.

